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1.Personal information
First name(s) / Surname(s)

VITALII B.

Age

22

Address

Kyiv reg., Ukraine, 09111

Gender

Male

Marital status

Single

Nationality

Ukrainian

Religion

Orthodox

Height/weight

187 cm/68 kg

Smoking

Sometimes

2.Desired employment

Seasonal worker in crops.

3.Education
Dates

2017 - 2020

Type of organisation providing education
and training

Bila Tserkva National Agrarian University, post-secondary non-tertiary, 3 years

Speciality/ Title of qualification awarded

Certificate in Agronomy

4.Personal skills and competences
Mother tongue

Ukrainian

Other language(s)

Russian - Perfect

Driver licence

Car, Lorry, Tractor, Harvester

Equipment experience

Car(high), Tractor(good), Harvester(high)

5.Hobbies and interests

I like to drive different vehicles from car to agricultural machinery

6.Job start date

As soon as possible

Autobiography

My name is Vitalii.My surname is Bobryshev.I'm 22 years old. I was born on the eighteenth of
July,1997 in countryside Mala Vilshanka. I live in Bila Tserkva.My father Yurii is a combine driver and my
mother Liudmyla is a chief accountant.I have a sister Karina. She's a schoolgirl. I'm not married. My
height is 187cm, weight 68 kg .
From my childhood I've been taken part in harvesting process and land preparation.In 2014 I finished
general educational school #17 in Bila Tserkva.
In 2014 I entered into Bila Tserkva National Agrarian University,the faculty of Biotechnology,
Department of food technologies of animals processing. I had the bachelor's degree in June 2019 and
successfully entered to master's degree programme. I had an experience of farm labourer during
manufacturing practice. Also I took part in berry-picking, vegetable picking and so on.
I have never served in the military.I don't have any work experience in a foreign country.
As a person I'm energetic,always redponsible, open-minded,punctual and hardworking. I'm willing to
learn new things.I have driver's license class A1,A,B1,B,C1,C. Also I have combine driver's license class
A1,A2,B1 so I have the right to drive light-duty and cargo-carrying tractor and combine.
I like to drive different vehicles from car to overall agricultural machinery. I enjoy providing
maintance and troubleshooting. I was a combine partner with my father on holidays last year. I speak
Ukrainian, Russian and a little bit English.
Now I'm looking for a job abroad to apply my knowledge and experience and get new ones. I think it's
the best way to expand my outlook,to communicate with international people.
It's necessary to work and live with my girlfriend Stepanenko Maryna.
Regards,
Vitalii.

